1. Head to lumber camp near Basin Depot in late August.
2. Earn $1 for a hard day’s work.
3. Ottawa Valley’s worst camp cook. Go back to start!
4. Camp has best foreman in Valley — Bull of the Forest. Go to 25!
5. Trees so big it takes 3 men to put arms around them.
6. The swampers remove tree tops, crowns, and branches.

---

**Chutes & Log Jams**

---

19. The liner snaps chalk string along the length of the log.
20. The liner snaps chalk string along the length of the log.
21. Scorer chops V’s into the log to the chalk line, removes 10cm/4” chunks.
22. Rollaways full and waiting for spring melt.
23. Saturday night is PARTY NIGHT at the Camboose Shanty!
24. Best hewer in Valley. Log flat as table. Advance 1!

---

39. Logs stamped with timber mark for easy sorting at sawmill.
38. Logs stacked at riverside rollways for winter.
37. Teamster drives too fast! Load topples; both horses killed. Go back to 30!
36. Trees so big it takes 3 men to put arms around them.

---

40. Rollaways full and waiting for spring melt.
41. Saturday night is PARTY NIGHT at the Camboose Shanty!
42. Fun continues with fiddling and square dancing. Advance 1!
43. The swampers remove tree tops, crowns, and branches.
44. BOIL-UP SUNDAY: wash clothes in boiling water to kill lice.
45. Ice on river breaks late this year. Go back 2!
46. Log Jam!
47. Log Jam!
48. Log Jam!

---

59. Go back to 21!
60. Man crushed. Bury him onshore. Miss 1 turn!
57. Log Jam!
56. Log Jam!
61. Logs freed. Go ahead 3!
62. Alligator boat pulls boom across Round Lake.
63. Logs float down Bonnechere River.
64. Logs stacked at riverside rollways for winter.
65. The rosser removes bark from tree.
66. Rollaways full and waiting for spring melt.
67. Logs stamped with timber mark for easy sorting at sawmill.
68. Trees so big it takes 3 men to put arms around them.
69. Saturday night is PARTY NIGHT at the Camboose Shanty!
70. Logs float down Bonnechere River.
71. Logs stacked at riverside rollways for winter.
72. The rosser removes bark from tree.
73. Best hewer in Valley. Log flat as table. Advance 1!
74. Horses pull record load of 306 logs on sleigh.
75. Trees so big it takes 3 men to put arms around them.
76. Six more weeks of rafting down Ottawa to the St Lawrence.
77. Timber sorted and graded at Quebec City. Loaded onto ships before freeze-up.
78. Ottawa Valley white pines sail for England.
79. Scorer chops V’s into the log to the chalk line, removes 10cm/4” chunks.
80. The swampers remove tree tops, crowns, and branches.
Drivers in 8q'
Cockburn Pointer 8q'
Boats pick-up 8q'
stray logs.

Trouble ahead 8q'
at Bridgedam. 8q'
Be light on your 8q'
feet and 8q'
quick-thinking.

Chutes at 8q'
Chaudiere Falls
1.2km/3/4 8q'
mile long.
Advance 2!

Journey ends 8q'
for most 8q'
log drivers at
Bytown (Ottawa).

Chutes at 8q'
Chaudiere Falls
1.2km/3/4 8q'
mile long.
Advance 2!

Log Drive!

Drivers in 8q'
Cockburn Pointer
Boats pick-up 8q'
stray logs.

Front river 8q'
drivers direct logs
as they spill from
rollaway.

River pigs use peavey 8q'
hooks and spiked
boots to drive logs
down Ottawa River.

Logs sorted at 8q'
Arnprior: smaller
logs for mill; square
timber for England.

Celebrate with 8q'
dancing, carousing
and drunken fights.
Go back to 53!

Wait I turn
for enough water to
slide logs down chutes
at Eganville.

White water boys 8q'
run the logs down
the mighty Ottawa.
Advance 1!

50 men live on raft.
Navigate with sails
and 30 oars.

2000 pieces of square
timber make rafts
400m/1/4 mile long
to float down river.

Rollaway broken.
Camp closes
until fall.

Log 8q'
Drive!

Log 8q'
Drive!

Log 8q'
Drive!

Log 8q'
Drive!

Log 8q'
Drive!